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Slide
Embrace wellness 
beyond numbers

Health is more than your weight, blood pressure, or blood sugar. It’s a journey that nurtures the mind, body, and overall well-being, aiming for a balanced and enriched life. 
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Achieve wellness 
affordably

Sidestep the cycle of costly plans. Health Conscious offers a straightforward 6-month journey to better health, avoiding prolonged expenses. Achieve your health goals without breaking the bank. 
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Strengthen with 
community

Join our community at Health Conscious, where support and shared experiences fuel your wellness journey. Together, we're stronger, turning individual goals into collective achievements.
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Embrace proven 
expertise

Created by real board-certified physicians and wellness coaches, Health Conscious is your trusted path to wellness, blending scientific rigor with real-world application. Join a program designed for lasting, tangible health improvements.
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Find Your Perfect Health Conscious Course
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Quiz 


  What's your main goal?

 Managing high blood pressure
 Managing diabetes
 Improving general health and wellness
 Losing weight
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Success Stories




Health Conscious is a standout program for anyone looking to make meaningful lifestyle changes to prevent future illnesses. It has my full endorsement, especially for patients committed to improving their health over the long term.
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Fred Beckett, MD

Internal Medicine






Health Conscious has helped me and others tremendously by leading a life free of medication, and I would highly recommend it to anyone!
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Sharmila S

Member






Everyone can benefit from the Health Conscious program. It has helped me with coping mechanisms for everyday stress. I've learned to make better food choices by understanding how to read food labels, and it has taught me how to eat cleaner for a healthier lifestyle. It’s a wonderful tool that I highly recommend for one’s mind, body, and soul.
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Allison F.

Member
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Discover a New Approach to Health






24-Week Personalized Journey

Embark on a transformative health journey with our 24-week program, designed to fit your life. Explore the synergy between weekly educational content, actionable steps, and supportive group coaching.
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Expert Coaching & Support

Meet our lead coach and learn how our team’s guidance can empower your wellness journey. Our personalized coaching approach supports you in achieving lasting health improvements.
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Evidence-Based Wellness

Dive into the science of lifestyle medicine with us. Our program is rooted in proven strategies to manage or prevent chronic conditions, enhancing your health with each step.
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Digital Health at Your Fingertips

Stay engaged and informed with our intuitive mobile and web apps, designed for your convenience. Track your progress, access resources, and connect with your community, all in one place.
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Transparent Pricing

Understand the value you’re getting with clear, straightforward pricing. Our program is an investment in your health, with no surprises.
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Gain direct access to our proven health improvement program that doctors around the country trust to guide their patients.





FAQs




What is Health Conscious?						
We blend lifestyle medicine into your daily life, simplifying health management and weight loss. It’s all about making these goals reachable for everyone.




Who can benefit from Health Conscious?						
Anyone keen on boosting their health will find value here. Whether you’re navigating chronic conditions, focusing on weight loss, or aiming for an overall healthier lifestyle, we’ve got you covered.




How does Health Conscious support weight loss and chronic condition management?						
Through a mix of evidence-backed education, supportive community vibes, and practical steps rooted in lifestyle medicine. It’s a well-rounded approach to wellness.




Is the program flexible to fit my schedule?						
Absolutely. Our program is designed to fit into your life, not the other way around. With our digital platform, you can access our resources and support anytime, anywhere.




How can I join Health Conscious?						
Just head over to Sign Up and use the invite code XXXXX when signing up. Creating your profile is straightforward, and you’ll get immediate access to everything you need to kickstart your health journey.
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Health Conscious empowers patients to take control of their health. We believe that knowledge and community support are the most effective tools for health improvement.
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